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About This Game

In Dungeon is a 2D platformer hardcore made with pixel art. The main character, Allan Callahan, is trying to escape of the
dungeon by facing different challenges and looking for other treasure hunters. Can you help him escape the dungeon before his

fate is sealed?

The main character, known as, Allan Callahan, is part of a league known as, The League of Hunters, which aims to find
treasures in various adventures. However when several hunters disappear, Allan Callahan is sent to find the others hunters,

taking along him some weapons, a whip, a bow and a little of magic.

Features
-12 levels and growing;

-Collect coins to pass the level;
-Collect power ups;

-Discovery new secret areas;
-Find treasures hidden;

-The time is your enemy;
-Buy items;

-Three levels of difficult: Easy, Medium and Hard
-Add more difficulties to the game, activating the options: "Time, Time " , "Penumbra", "The Risk", "The Mythic" and

"Detonation";
-A lot of achievements.
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This game is very difficult? Yes. Can you die even on easy level? Maybe, but believe, on medium and hard level you will can
die a lot of. If you like of game with difficult high, so, this game is for you.
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Title: In Dungeon
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Balder Game Studio
Publisher:
Balder Game Studio
Release Date: 21 May, 2018
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In short:

The Good:
Nice graphics
Interesting background to story
Plenty of ammo
Driveable vehicles
Deployment system (acts almost like having lives)
Just plain fun
Simplistic mission designs (taking points, eliminating all enemies, destroying specific spots)
Various controllable drones

The Bad:
Short (4-5 hours)
Inaccurate weapons
Enemies are bullet sponges
Can't use enemy's weaponry. Bought on special for 10 dollars, it is barely worth that. You get 3 different courses of about 12
holes each. You can complete this game in 20 minutes.

pro
- cute surroundings, kids would love
- pushes you onto the next hole after 7 failed attempts so you are not stuck. some of the holes are tricky

con
- short
- dinosaurs and other characters just sit there and bob up and down. apart from a T rex which roars if you get the ball into the
hole and a guy which moves around, the surrouding could be replaced with anything.

I recommend cause the cuteness is turned up to 10, but as mini golf goes there are tons of similar games out there and this one
golf wise does not stand out.. Fruits inc 1 is bugged.
You can't play the game past level 1.6 without cheating by edding the levels to obtain the needed resources.
Too bad.

Fruits inc 2 works, but it less of a challenge and less fun.. Rife with bugs, but great fun! This game has a ton of potential. I hope
when they get finished they revamp all of the art and tighten up the gameplay and release a sequel. Well worth it at twice the
price.

Update: Well, the game released. Honestly, I felt it released a bit early. It's been about 2 months and there haven't been any
updates. I figured there would be more coming, but at this point I feel the game was released a little early, and could have used
some more polish. It is probably worth $5 to most, so that should definitely factor into your decision. I would wait until it's a
dollar though, as there isn't much here even 2 months after release :\/. Played with i5 6600K, GTX 1060, Thrustmaster T300RS
wheel. Great performance. I bought this game for $30 from a legitimate reseller and I think that's a fair price for the game.
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It took a bit to warm up to this game. For anybody starting this game from the beginning here are my tips:

-Turn off the narrator and music immediately. Put on your own music, whatever gets you pumped to race.
-Grin and bear it through the first group of tracks. Much better, technical tracks unlock after the first campaign section. The
opening tracks are B-O-R-I-N-G
-Turn off the driving assists. The driving is much more satisfying with full control.

Now my review. I recommend this game overall. It's fun but there are some things I don't like.

Stuff that I like:

-Once you get past the first chunk of boring tracks the majority of the tracks are actually fairly challenging and fun.
-The AI is pretty fun. With all assists turned off they can be tough at times and they feel pretty lively. They'll bump you, they'll
occasionally screw up and slam into walls. They fight each other. It makes the games more random and feels more like playing
live people.
-Being a fan of rally games I like the time attack mode. You race a track as fast as possible and try to place on the leaderboard.
If this game has any longevity it will probably be in this mode, at least for me.
-The locations are varied and they're well rendered.
-The driving is fun. With the assists turned off it's challenging but not so grueling that you'll be spinning out everytime you
oversteer.

The things I don't like about the game:

-We'll let it slide that it didn't release with ultra wide support. They promise this is coming in future patch. But c'mon. It's 2018
and you release a racing game on PC without Ultrawide support? There's clearly a technical reason for this but I'm shocked. 
This is fixed now.
-The narrator and music are terrible. Just awful. The music sounds like the bad electonic tracks I made with acid pro in the early
2000s with loop packs I downloaded for free.
-The audio mix isn't very good. I play my own music in the background and I have to turn it down to about 15% to not
overpower the in game audio. This is with the game audio at 100%.
-This audio mixing, combined with visual cues makes it hard to pay attention while manually shifting. The red line engine rev
needs to be louder combined with a better marker that you're at the limit. It would be nice if the whole speedo lit up BRIGHT
BRIGHT red. Or an indicator near the top center of the screen.
-The multiplayer is DOA. Get this game to play singleplayer. If you expect MP you will be disappointed. This could be helped
by allowing dedicated servers but this will never happen. OR let us start an online game solo with bots and let players drop in.
Drop them right in the game in last place and let them finish the current race.
-Being put back at the main menu after doing a time attack instead of being able to see the leaderboard and restarting if the
same race and config if you want to try again.
-The unlocks, especially the liveries, are completely underwhelming. I don't find myself at all excited to see a new livery
unlocked. At $50 MSRP it would have been great to have lots of customization options like a paint editor and unlockable
stickers. I like stuff like that.
-The masters all look like dudes that will try to sell high school kids beer and pot after each race and then invite themselves to
the party to creep out the girls. Also, there isn't even a token female master.

Now, that is certainly a laundry list of complaints and might make you think that it would earn this game a thumbs down but I'm
giving it a thumbs up because it CAN BE FUN and if the stuff above was fixed it would actually be pretty great.

At $30 I'm not mad about the game. Asking $50 for this game begs that it be compared to the mega budget AAA titles in the
racing genre like Horizons and Dirt and we'll throw PC2 in there since it has a really great rally cross mode and frankly this
game doesn't quite stack up.
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\u044f \u043d\u0435\u043d\u0430\u0432\u0438\u0436\u0443 \u0441\u0432\u043e\u044e
\u0436\u0438\u0437\u043d\u044c.. Okay. This game is a very cheap variant of HuniePop. Actually, I'm not sure it even
qualifies as that. Basically, you can do a Match-3 puzzle with each girl. Succeeding on it, allows you to move onto the next girl.
There is a chat feature, but I'm not sure there is enough variety in the answers.

There are also a few achievements with... tricky implimentation. For instance, the "does not like" ones require you to nearly
win... then wait as the girl reverses back to her original clothing (yes, enough success takes off or rips off clothing; not to the full
nudity point, but close). Then there are the 2018 likes achievements... On the chat page, you click the heart... 2018 times for
each girl.

Anyway, if you think you'd enjoy this, do get it. But maybe try to get it on discount.. This soundtrack is rhythmic, just enjoy it..
If you dug Jet Set Radio and \/ or Marc Ecko's Getting Up and are seeking out an urban game with a graffiti component you
miiiiight wanna check this out, although Jet Set Radio is a far superior (and comparably-priced) title. For myself, despite being
a fan of both hiphop (Mr. Lif and Akrobatik \/ the Perceptionists, who are featured on this game's soundtrack) music and
graffiti I find it hard to recommend this unless you're a diehard fan of either and looking for a platformer with a unique
mechanic and can tolerate some chunky framerate issues.

The game itself isn't terrible and has a fair amount of enemy variety and player skills (a slide, swing, dive kick, etc...) but the
game runs choppy as\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and the music they use although enjoyable (I'm a big fan of the
Perceptionists) it seems like the game repeats the same 2 songs over and over and over AND OVER. I like the song "People 4
Prez" and all but already being a fan of it and hearing it a ton before this to hear it again here on nearly every level gets pretty
tiring. Plus while some of the graffiti art is cool (the end level tags leading to the next stage are the most complex) a lot of them
are pretty simplistic and could have used a lot more refinement, particularly amongst the enemy designs as some of them appear
so tiny on the screen that it's hard to even make out much of the illustrative detail that went into them.

The game is at its best (and oddly seems to run more smoothly) when you are running along quickly dodging \/ killing enemies
and moving from one side of a building to another in rapid succession, but then you run into sections where you have to slow
your rhythm completely to line up a jump, press RB to make a platform materialize, and hope you don't fall back down to the
previous area. This is common in platforming games, but really kills the pace on this particular title.

This game feels half-done. A cool concept and it isn't broken, but it seems like the level designs are all pretty generic (putting
aside the mechanic of running along whichever wall..) I will still play through more of it here and there, but the choppy display
and especially the repetitive music are wearing thin on me already and I haven't even made it very far into the game. I'm glad I
checked it out on sale but I wouldn't recommend this game to most other people.
. Fun for a little while, then loses its appeal.. Just an old not so good multiplayer FPS.. cityglitch seems simple at first, however
underneath the beuatiful retro pixel graphics, lies deeply frustrating, well thought out and clever puzzles to work your way
through. Well worth the very small price tag.

7\/10. Now is the PERFECT TIME TO GET BLACK OPS 3 (mostly for zombies)
Here's why
Bo4 Zombies ♥♥♥♥ing sucks - okay it doesnt suck but it's missing the charm the all previous Black Ops games. Weapons
variety is lackluster in Bo4 but there's a good amount of weapons in Bo3. Don't like em? Mod the game so you can have Bo1
weapons or Bo2 weapons, or MW weapons, EVEN HALO WEAPONS.

The revival of Modded maps - When Mod tools were introduced we had alot of lazy challenge box maps that Zombie Youtubers
just eat up. Cheese cube and Octagonal Ascension are a few culprits. (they arent the lazy ones but you get my point)

Zombie Chronicles exists

other mods like a Wario Ware esque game

8 Player Grief Mod
and a plethora of other reasons.

As for Multiplayer, its sorta alive, It's not as alive as other games like MW2 or Bo2 but it still has enough players to get a match
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going. Even though it has Exo Movement it's executed perfectly.

As for Singleplayer it's okay, I only found real enjoyment in coop and Nightmare mode.

The price is pretty expensive, What i recommend is getting it off a Keysite but Buy all the DLC on here or Humble. or if it's on
sale for 30-45 dollars, it's still a good buy because now it comes with zombie chronicles. Black Ops 3 is honestly a master piece
of a game for zombies, even though it has a soulless gobblegum system, it's made with love and the same amount, if not more is
being put into the game by the players and modders. Pick it up ASAP. A great game, the late levels are deceptively hard. if you
like puzzles and like the look of the trailer, you will enjoy this game. When you finally solve a puzzle that you have been stuck
on for a long time, is extremely satisfying as you see everything go into place.

New updates:
- Difficulty level changed: Each Difficulty level has two extra health
- Chests can drop extra health

Thank you for your feedbacks

. In Dungeon - 0.9.2.25 Released:
- In this versão were added new achievements and fixed minor bugs.

Coming soon new updates
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. New itens on Shop to buy:
The next update there are two new items on shop to buy: Potion and power up. Coming soon :)

. In Dungeon - 0.9.9.0 - Released:
Updates
- Level 12 now playable

Coming soon new updates. In Dungeon - 0.9.2.20 Released:
Updates:

Added introduction and story;
Sounds of weapons changed;
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Added new options when player choice a new game
Fixed minor bugs.

. In Dungeon - 9.5.0 - Released:
New Updates:
- Level 08 playable;
- The spikes behind the grass were removed on the easy level;
- Message of the plates or NPC don't is showed automatically, now you should press a key to show message;
- Added new achievements;
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- Fixed minor bugs;
. In Dungeon 1.0.0.1 - Released:
- Added a option to disable or enable the scanlines. You can press the shortcut Alt+9 to disable or enable the scanlines.

Others shortchuts:
Alt+8: Disable and enable Keep Aspect Ratio
Alt+V: Disable and enable V-Sync

. In Dungeon - Versão 1.0.0.5 - Released:
Release notes:

Height of the double jump was increased a little, this way, you can jump some platforms with ease;

 Speed player was reduced;

 Spikes behind the grasses was removed;

 At each level the timer was increased by 20 seconds.
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